Classic quotes help tell of VA woes

Talking points

1. Bill Schorr uses a quote from classic literature to comment on problems at the Veterans Administration. The quote comes from which author and work? How was it originally used?

2. Joe Heller uses a quote from a poem about what?

3. Who and what are being blamed for the problems with providing medical care for U.S. military veterans?

4. How much has spending on the VA increased? How much have the number of veterans seeking help increased?

Between the lines

"When you combine the older population with a more severely disabled younger population, you are going to need more money." - Joseph Violante, DAV.


Additional resources

More by Bill Schorr
http://www.cagle.com/author/bill-schorr/

More by Joe Heller
http://editorialcartoonists.com/cartoon/browse.cfm?HelleJ/

Association of American Editorial Cartoonists
http://editorialcartoonists.com/